
A one day programme of artists’ moving image work curated 
by Tracey Warr as part of Visions in the Nunnery, 2008. 

Saturday 14 June 2008
Screening 12-2pm and 3-6pm
Talk from 12 pm: Tracey Warr and Alan Smith

The selection of artists’ works has two thematic strands: 
City Choreographies and Viewing Positions. 

In CITY CHOREOGRAPHIES artists address human movement around the 
city. ‘The street is a stage and the sense that an audience is watching 
pervades the gestures and movements of the players on it’ (William 
H. White, City, 1989). Many writers including Henri Lefebvre, Michel 
de Certeau, Walter Benjamin and Georges Perec have addressed the 
relationship between the city and its pedestrian inhabitants. ‘To live 
is to pass from one space to another, while doing your very best not 
to bump yourself’ (Perec, Species of Spaces, 1974). Richard Sennett 
described the peculiar power of the city to take apart the intentions of 
urban design (The Conscience of the Eye, 1990). 

Moving image works by Alan Smith, Inger Alfnes, Emma Waltroud Howes, 
Liam Yeates and Mark Greenwood address the space of the city and 
human movement within it. Georges Perec’s film from the 1970s, A 
Scene of A Flight, is based on an autobiographical story of an 11 year old 
boy who runs away from home in Paris in 1947. The film charts the boy’s 
negotiations of the city he is lost and covert within. 

In the second strand of the programme, VIEWING POSITIONS, artists 
explore the real life subjective worlds of participants or themselves. 
Many moving image artists including Phil Collins, Danica Dakic, Mark 
Raidpere and Artur Zmijewski have recently worked with participants, as 
opposed to actors or performers, in controversial and perplexing ways. 
Artists are often walking a fine line between reality and fiction, between 
ethnography and exploitation. As viewers we are conscious of watching 
authored versions of participating others. Works by Maya Bekan, Penny 
Skerrett, Philip Curtis, Rebecca Weeks, Esme Valk and Steven Paige 
explore the subjective experience of the self and others and the gaze of 
the artist, camera and audience.

‘I regard curating and writing as in a continuum with artists’ practice as 
opposed to separated categories from them. I am interested in writing 
with artists as opposed to about them. I see curating as a two-way 
process of dialogue in making, rather than simply a selection of finished 
objects or DJing with the art canon. I have selected work by artists who 
have either been my collaborators, such as Alan Smith or artists from 
the Something Like Spit collective, or my students on postgraduate 
programmes at Piet Zwart Institute, Rotterdam; Dartington College of 
Arts and Bauhaus-Universität Weimar’ (Tracey Warr).

Tracey Warr is an art writer and independent curator. She is the editor 
of The Artist’s Body (Phaidon, 2000) and has recently published texts on 
Art in the Punk Years, London Fieldworks, Marcus Coates and Endurance 
Art. She is currently DAAD Guest Professor at Bauhaus-Universität 
Weimar. She makes installed text artworks with the Something Like 
Spit artists’ collective who recently showed at The Exchange Gallery in 
Penzance, Cornwall (http://somethinglikespit.org).
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PROJECTED PROGRAMME OR WORKS

CITY CHOREOGRAPHIES

Alan Smith (UK) 
Eastern to Spyglass, 2002
16 mins 17 secs
colour video with sound

Alan Smith (UK) 
Instructions, 2002
1 min 9 secs
colour video with sound

Alan Smith (UK) 
Pavement Artist, 2002
1 min
colour video with sound

The artist interacts with the city. A series of 
short films made during a residency at the 
Spyglass art boat in Bristol.

Alan Smith is an artist based in Allenheads in 
Northumberland. His work has been shown 
at the Baltic Centre for Contemporary Arts in 
Gateshead, Berwick Film Festival, Waygood 
Gallery in Newcastle, Side Cinema in Newcastle, 
Queen’s Hall in Hexham, Shaddon Mill in 
Carlisle, Alsager Gallery in Manchester, Vivian 
Glynn Gallery in Swansea and a range of 
galleries in Germany and the US. In addition 
to the Spyglass in Bristol he has undertaken 
residencies at Nenthead Mines in Cumbria, 
Mannheim and Gottelborn Coal Mine in Germany 
and the Gillford Centre and Distington Pupil 
Referral Units in Cumbria. He gained his MFA 
at the University of Massachusetts. He is the 
Co-Director of Allenheads Contemporary Arts. 
http://www.acart.org.uk/AlanSmith

Inger Alfnes (Norway)   
2007
5 mins
colour video with sound

The artist inserts herself into the environmental 
architecture of the metro.

Inger Alfnes is in her second year of study for MA 
Fine Art at Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam.

Emma Waltraud Howes (Canada) 
Subtle Architectures: Subtle 5, 2007
3 mins 24 secs
colour video with sound

The artist performs covert dance movements 
amidst street furniture in small, constrained 
areas chalked out on the pavement. 
Cinematography: Tagny Duff.

Emma Howes is an artist based in Montreal. She is 
currently studying as an exchange student at Bauhuas-
Universitat Weimar.

Liam Yeates & Mark Greenwood (UK)   
Memorialisation, 2007
19 mins 50 secs
black and white video with sound

Memorialisation investigates the effects of an 
expanded community and the subsequent failure of 
a sustainable future. It serves as a warning of the 
problems encountered through the over expansion of a 
society which dissolves into memory.  Memorialisation 
is an anti-community sustainable future film in which a 
dialogue constantly reiterates a message of social and 
architectural disunity via images of deserted streets 
and intense sound.  Uncompromising imagery and 
autobiographical texts plot a set of psychogeographic 
axis points where the coordinates of an esoteric site 
and childhood memory chart an encounter with the 
‘Uncanny’ that disturbs the viewer while remaining 
strangely addictive. The elements of text, image and 
sound create a snap shot of a world. ‘People change. 
Time moves on. A place can be peopled by ghosts more 
real than living inhabitants’ (Lucy Lippard, The Lure of 
the Local, 1997).  Film shot and edited by Liam Yeates. 
Text:  Mark Greenwood and Liam Yeates. Sounds: 
Getatchew Mekurya, Ringo Christ, Liam Yeates.

Liam Yeates is an artist based in London. He graduated 
with an MA Visual Performance from Dartington College 
of Arts in 2005. He is a member of the Something Like 
Spit artists collective and a founding member of the 
noise band, Ringo Christ. http://www.liamyeates.co.uk
Mark Greenwood is an artist based in Totnes. He is 
currently studying for a PhD at St Mary’s, London. 
He graduated with an MA Performance Writing from 
Dartington College of Arts in 2005. He is a member of 
the Something Like Spit artists collective and a founding 
member of the noise band, Ringo Christ. http://
greenwood.dysfunction.de

VIEWING POSITIONS

Penny Skerrett (UK)  
Gaze, 2007
7 mins
colour video

‘This short film was inspired by a period of time I spent 
sitting in hospital waiting rooms. I was interested in 
the play between the intensely private experience 
of sitting with oneself and one’s thoughts and the 
fleeting moments of connection with another person. 
In constructing the film it became apparent that the 
camera as a surrogate of the eye’s gaze established a 
complex relationship with the participants. I became 
aware of the fluctuations of vulnerability and power 
between the participant and the viewer and of how the 
act of being observed affected their behaviour.  The film 
is part of my ongoing enquiry into notions of the ‘public’ 
and what constitutes the ‘public realm’.’ci
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Penny Skerrett Penny graduated from Cardiff 
College of Arts in 1987 where she studied 
Fine Art. She has undertaken a variety of arts 
practices in the forms of performance artist, 
furniture maker, lecturer, project manager and 
most recently as a curator at the National Media 
Museum. She has recently completed the MA 
in Arts & Ecology at Dartington College of Arts 
and is now continuing her own art practice. She 
is a founding member of The Mobile Institute, 
an artists lead organisation that facilitates 
collaborative interdisciplinary practice.

Maya Bekan (Serbia)  
Aquarium, 2007
3 mins
colour video

Excited children in their best clothes move 
around a space at a wedding. The scene is shot 
from above and the dancers whirl around the 
dark space below.

Maya Bekan is in her second year of study for MA 
Fine Art at Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam, 
Netherlands. She previously majored in painting 
at the University of Novi Sad, Serbia and studied 
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in The Hague, 
Netherlands. Her work has been shown in 
exhibitions and festivals in Netherlands, Bosnia, 
Turkey, US, France, Slovenia, Romania and 
Japan.

Maya Bekan (Serbia)   
Date, 2007
1 min 40 secs 
black and white video with sound

Date follows a young couple, filmed on the 
a romantic date in the early seventies in a 
park dedicated to Non-Aligned Movement in 
Belgrade, the capital city of the social Federal 
Republic of Yugoslavia. The country, under the 
strong political leadership of Josip Broz Tito, 
criticized both Eastern bloc and NATO nations 
and, together with other countries, started the 
Non-Aligned Movement in 1961, which remained 
the official affiliation of the country until it 
dissolved.

Rebecca Weeks (UK)
Here and Now and Then and There, 2007
12 mins
colour video with sound

In Here and Now and Then and There the artist 
interviews Colin in Penzance in February 2007. 
Colin recounts his memories of the Trinity Buoy 
Wharf in London of fifty years ago, the place 
where he served his engineering apprenticeship 
and then worked. He describes the place he 

remembers and he recounts the events that led it to be shut 
down. Through Colin’s narrative, the then and there that 
is fifty years past takes on a certain presence. The film is a 
disruption of time; it draws us to a past that has not passed, 
that co-exists with the present no matter our efforts to 
leave it behind. This work was first shown at the Boiler 
Works at Trinity Buoy Wharf in London in February 2007 as 
part of the Something Like Spit event. Weeks’ work often 
addresses questions of value, belonging and visibility in a 
social context as a means to critique current cultural policy 
and the pervasion of bureaucracy in contemporary society. 

Rebecca Weeks is an artist, curator and writer based 
in Penzance. In 2005, she curated On The Prom, a site 
specific showing of work on the promenade in Penzance. 
In 2007, she presented a talk entitled ‘Listening to Space’ 
to contextualise Michelle Horacek’s residency at the 
Chisenhale Dance Centre. She has also contributed articles 
to artcornwall, Curatorial Network and Stimulus magazine. 
She co-founded the artists’ group Artdept in 2002. Artdept 
has since exhibited at the Newlyn Orion gallery - ALIAS 
Platforrn (2003), at Live Art Falmouth (2007) and curated 
Ignition, a live art/digital show at the Acorn Theatre in 
Penzance (2004). http://somethinglikespit.com

MONITOR 1

CITY CHOREOGRAPHIES

Georges Perec (France) 
Les Lieux D’Une Fugue (Scene of a Flight), 1978
41 mins, French (English translation available in the gallery)

This film was shown on French television on 6 July 1978. 
The story is based on an autobiographical incident when 
Perec, aged 11, ran away from home for a day in Paris in 
1947. It is based on Perec’s short story published in English 
as ‘Scene of a Flight’ in Species and Spaces and Other 
Pieces (Penguin, 1997). Perec directed the film and co-
wrote it with Bernard Zitzermann. The narrator is Marcel 
Cuvelier.

Georges Perec (1936-1982) was one of the most important 
writers in France in the 20th century. His parents were 
Polish Jews who had emigrated to Paris in the 1920s. His 
father died in 1940 serving in the French army during the 
Second World War. His mother was deported from Paris and 
probably died in Auschwitz. After the deaths of his parents, 
he was brought up by an uncle and aunt. He worked as an 
archivist at the Neurophysiological Research Laboratory 
at the Hôpital Saint-Antoine in Paris. In 1967 Perec joined 
the Ouvroir de Littérature Potentielle (OuLiPo), a group 
of writers and mathematicians founded by Raymond 
Queneau and François Le Lionnais. The group was devoted 
to exploring the creative potentials of formal rules, and 
specialized in anagrams, palindromes, mathematical word 
games, and other puzzles. Perec’s longest palindrome - a 
sentence or a word which reads the same both ways -
consisted of more than 5,000 words. Perec’s novel La Vie 
Mode D’Emploi (Life: A User’s Manual) was published in 
1978. 
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MONITOR 2

VIEWING POSITIONS

Esme Valk (Nederlands)  
Lunchtime Tracking, 2007
14 mins 53 secs
colour video 

The video camera mounted far above a shared 
corridor records ‘dots’ that move like humans as 
they negotiate their way through the busy space.
The top-down viewpoint used represents the 
optimal vantage point from which to observe 
horizontal movement. The white dot is used to 
place focus on the movement of the subject and 
to abstract their humanness. In doing so, it opens 
up an imaginative space for the viewer to create 
back-stories that explain their subtle changes in 
trajectory, their hesitations or their determined 
marching ahead towards unknown destinations.

Choreography Study, 2007
1 min
colour video with sound

‘Like a detective viewing his surroundings I watch 
a scene carefully, observing the behaviour of its 
‘actors’ without preconceptions. Recordings of 
their behaviour and its traces are the starting 
points for imagined social narratives. I’m 
fascinated by the aesthetic and methodological 
lexicon of scientific research. I appropriate 
elements from sociology, psychology, behavioural 
research and anthropology. In my work their role 
as tools for advancing knowledge is diminished, 
instead I am engaged in an exploration which 
doesn’t attempt to find out truths about the 
world.’

Esme Valk is in her second year of study for MA 
Fine Art at Piet Zwart Institute in Rotterdam. 
http://www.esmevalk.com

Steven Paige (UK)   
Lecture, 2008
2 mins 30 secs
colour video with sound

Lecture is part of ongoing research into the 
various methods and techniques for accomplishing 
a set of tasks. In this instance the delivery of a 
lecture, the process and its various parts as the 
subject rehearses are made real in a recorded 
practice session. This sits within the critical site 
of M. Institute (www.minstitute.net), a fictional 
organisation. Paige is exploring the notion of 
the specialist; the hobbyist, the authorial or the 
misinformed and how practical everyday notions 
of the expert are precarious. He uses copyright 

free material, old manuals and forgotten methods, 
re-articulating how things were done, reflecting on our 
present understandings of various subjects. 

Steven Paige is an artist based in Truro, Cornwall. 
http://www.stevenpaige.com

Philip Curtis (UK)
Desert Monologue, 2007
5 mins 8 secs
colour video with sound

The artist’s face appears in front of a slide projection of 
snap shots from a desert landscape. The voiceover is a 
stream of old and recent memories.

Philip Curtis is an artist based in Totnes. He graduated 
with BA Arts & Cultural Management from Dartington 
College of Arts in 2006. http://www.freewebs.com/
philipcurtis
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